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OPERATIONS EVALUATION GROUP 
STUDY NO. 533 

EFTECT ON U-BOAT PERFORMANCE OP INTELLIGENCE 
OBTAINED FROM DECRYPTION OF ALLIED CWHINICATIONS 

ABSTRACT 

?"■ Diary of the CooSubs has made it N 
possibic to oetimate the character and extent of Intelligence obtained bv 1 

' ^ Korí^Íír tí rtadio >e8 Pertaining to coSpy opcratioíc in 
tte H«th Atlantic during World War n, and to d.ternlna the effect ^ au^h 

ÎÏÎ!Uigî? Î ! e '■PaMUty of the U-Boat, to contact convoy, and .lS 
•hips. It la estima ted that the availability of timely usable doervntirm 

íntelÍÍ?eíCe^ln"reaCed the contact rate twofold over that which theyvould 
have obtained without iti probably over 60 sinkings in excels of the ex¬ 
pected number if they liad been deprived of decryption Intelligence Tvon~ 

^ «“-»‘08 - valid ««urTS'SelîîÂ:;. S'" 

IntelUg^e u^'^Me*.1" “«"’“''O’' ^ 

mr i.ü'.'BHb 
REVERSE blank 
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Ref: (a) 

£1 
iîi 
(f) 

EFFECT ON U-BOAT PERFORMANCE OF INTELLIGENCE 
OBTAINED FROM ŒCRÏPTION OF ALLIED COMMUNICATIONS 

The War Diary of the Germander of Submarines (Befehlshaber der 
Unterseeboote (BdU) From 1939 through December I9U Conf 
ComlnCh Dally U-Boat Estimate Secret 
OEG Report No. 51 Antisubmarine Warfare in World War II 
Genf I9U6 
OEG Report No. 56 Search and Screening Conf 19½ 
GRG Memorandum No. ifl Frequency of Attacks on Convoys in 
Relation to U-Boat Predictions Secret l8 Nov 1942 
ORG Memorandum No. 25 A Probability Study of COMINCH Dolly 
Submarine Estimates Secret 27 Feb 1943 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This study contains the findings of research carried out with the 
general objective of determining, if possible, in what manner and to what 
extent the availability of intelligence derived by the German U-Boat 
command* from the decryption of Allied radio messages affected the conduct 
of the U-Boat war against North Atlantic convoys during the Battle of the 
Atlantic from July 1942 to March 1944. The specific purpose of the research 
can be most clearly stated by giving the circumstances connected with the 
genesis of the project. 

firing World War II the Antisubmarine Operations Research Group 
(ASWORG) was organized for the purpose primarily of analyzing operational 
data as they were assembled in the course of the war against the German 
submarines, in order to provide informatisa that would be of assistance to 
the command in adapting strategy and tactics so os to utilize the available 
antisubmarine forces with maximum effectiveness. In the course of this work, 
ASWORG found it necessary to devise and develop measures of effectiveness 
for the various aspects of the antisubmarine operations—as an example, in 
dealing with the detection of the cneny, subjects of study by ASWORG Included 
the construction of systematic search plans for surface vessels aircraft; 
the evaluation of the means of detection--visual, radar, sonar; studies of 
the most profitable areas of search, etc. At the end of the war, the most 
important results of the various studies carried out by ASWORG were assembled 

* In this paper, the German commander of the U-Boats is referred to by the 
liters BdU, for "Befehlshaber der Unterseeboote". 

T „-av 
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and published In two comprehenBlve reports: reference (c), dealing chiefly 

with the several aspects of the war against the U-Boat* fron a statistical 

viewpoint; and reference (d), presenting a canplete and coherent theory of 

search and screening operations developed on the basis of the operational 
data assenbled during the war. 

With respect to the part played In the Battle of the Atlantic by 

Intelligence, the operations analysts had aval Ir .ble during the war only that ’ 

obtained by the Allies.* Analysis of German U-Boat capabilities had to be 

made on the basis of over-all operational data, and conclusions derived from 

them would be valid only when applied to a set of conditions very similar to 

those under which the Germans operated. Kot until after the close of hos¬ 

tilities was It discovered that the German U-Boats owed some portion of their 

effectiveness to the fact that for considerable periods the German cryptan¬ 

alysts succeeded in reading the Allied convoy cipher more-or-lees currently. 

The capabilities of the U-Boats in contacting and attacking convoys that had 

been evaluated In Ignorance of this fact were weighted by the contribution of 

this type of intelligence and would not apply to an enemy who vas not equally 

lucky in obtaining it. 

’ 

The capture by the Allies of the War Diary of the German Submarine 

Command (reference (a)) made available data that has enabled the evaluation 

of the effect which intelligence, gained by decryption, had on the capability 

of the U-Boats to contact and attack convoys. Hence it is now possible to 

estimate how effective the German U-Boats would have been if they had been 

required to depend on ordinary sources of intelligence alone, without benefit 

of decryption intelligence. This Information is potentially of great value 

as a base In determining force requirements fer the future, vhen extrapo¬ 

lating from World War II U-Boat performance to that of possible future sub¬ 

marine forces, but assuming that a future enemy may not obtain decryption 

intelligence. 

In order to limit the scope of this study, attention is confined to 

the convoyr that traversed the North Atlantic between the United States- 

Canada and the United Kingdom--the east-bound HX and SC, and vest-bound 

0N(S) convoys. The period considered is from July I9U2 to March 19^, with 
the exception of the period from 1 June to 15 September 19^3: during this 

period the U-Boats did not operate against the North Atlantic convoys (the 

Allies took the offensive with CVE hunter-killer groups and killed a large 

"Certain aspects of Intelligence pertaining to the anti submar ice 

effort were subjected to analysis by ASWORG. For example, reference (e) 

contains an investigation of the relationship between attacks on convoys and 

the predicted positions of U-Boats shown in the COMINCH daily submarine 

estimate, thus providing means of estimating the accuracy of tracking the 

U-Boata. Reference (f) is a study of the accuracy of the daily estimate of 

enemy submarine positions based cm all sources of intelligence combined. 
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number of U-Boats). Since the Allies changed the naval convoy cipher in 

June 19^3* and the Germans were deprived of decryption intelligence, the 

over-all interval can be conveniently divided into three periods: 

PERIOD I: Prom 1 July 19½ to 31 December 19½. During this time the 

War Diary indicates that the Germans had only slight success 

In reading the Allied convoy traffic. 

PERIOD II: Prom 1 January 19½ to 31 May 19½. The Germans read the 

Allied convoy radio traffic much more effectively than during 
the previous period. 

PERIOD III: From 16 September 19½ to 31 March 19^4. During this period 

the Germans succeeded in reading only an unimportant part of 

the Allied convoy communications. The intelligence received 

from this source was of little use to them, although BdU tried 

to exploit it as fully as posrlble. In December 19½ this 

source dried up conpletely. (&?e the Review of the Radio 

Intelligence situation by BdU quoted in the War Diary after 

the entry of 30 September 19½. ) 

Details of the status of German Intelligence during these periods are 

given in part 2. The conclusions of this study are based on a case history 

of each of the HX, SC, ON, and ONS convoys during the three periods Just 

mentioned, with respect to the German intelligence on each; the use, \2 any, 
to which this was put by the German ComSubs, as evidenced by reference (a), 

contacts and attacks by the U-Boats. 

2. HISTORICAL SURVEY 

Prom 19½ on the Germans had used some of their comparatively few 
U-Boats to attack UK-US convoys, but inraedlately after Pearl Harbor de- 

emphaslzcd this phase in order to exploit the opportunities offered by unes¬ 

corted, independent U. S. coastal shipping, with practically no air defense 

and negligible surface combat ship:; to make it hazardous. The results during 

the first months of 1942 were disastrous for the Allies. By late spring, 

however, the campaign began to lose its effectiveness, and BdU renewed the 

attacks against the North Atlantic convoys. He was handicapped in this 

campaign by the lack of sufficient U-Boats until toward the end of the year; 

but by December he was able to operate, on the average, 35 U-Boats in the 

area traversed by the convoys, and the number rose to 70 by March 1943» 

The number of convoyed ships sunk became formidable. The landing of the 

Allies in Africa in November 1942 diverted BdU's attention somewhat from 

the North Atlantic, and from December 1942 on he placed U-Boat groups of 

fairly large size—up to 15 boats—vest of Gibraltar to intercept convoys 

between that point and the United States and Caribbean. 

In the North Atlantic, BdU maintained a fairly constant strategic 

pattern. By the end of 1941 he knew the general rhythm of the east-bound 

HX and SC and the west-bound ON convoy; he also knew the general routes they 

followed. In acquiring this knowledge he t.ad been aided greatly by the 

decryptions of radio comunlcations from Allied shore stations (reference 

(a), entry of 30 September 1942). Hence, lacking specific intelligence on 

I 
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It Is possible that more contacts might have been obtained by spread¬ 
ing the U-Boats more thinly over the ocean and searching a larger area less 
Intensively, especially when Intelligence was plentiful and accurate, since 
the convoys were distributed more-or-less at randan over the whole North 
Atlantic. BdU, however, aimed at getting the largest possible number of 
sinkings, rather than of contacts, and was convinced that in attacking con¬ 
voys it was more profitable to have a large number of U-Boats concentrated 
on a single convoy, necessarily allowing others to pass unmolested or even 
undetected, than to attack a larger number of convoys with fewer boats each. 
Consequently, the value to him of decryption intelligence cannot always be 
Judged by contact rates, especially since the patrol lines were long enough 
and dense enough to provide a high probability of contact. 

Cils campaign was one of the most successful during the war, the 
average monthly shipping losses and the exchange rate of merchant ships 
sunk per U-Boat sunk reaching nearly their highest figures. 

By the middle of May I9U3, however, the U-Boat war against the 
North Atlantic convoy had become extremely unprofitable, as table I shows: 

TABUS I 

EXCHANGE RATE IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC, EARLY 19^3 

Month (1943) Number of 
ships sunk 
by U-Boats 

Number of 
U-Boats stink 

Exchange rate: 
merchant vessels sunk 
per U-Boat sunk 

February 
March 
April 
May 

36 
48 
20 
19 

10 
6 

10 
34 

3.6 
8.0 
2.0 
0.?6 

Of the 60 U-Boats sunk, about half (27) were sunk by surface craft, 
and half (30) by land-baeed aircraft; carrier aircraft accounted for three. 

To get his boats beyond the range of land-baeed air, BdU withdrew 
them from the North Atlantic to an urea southwest of the Azores, in order 
to intercept US-Gibraltar convoys. They were entirely unsuccessful during 
June and July, and BdU then dropped anti-convoy operations and concentrated 
on coastal shipping and independents in more distant areas—the Caribbean, 
off Brazil, PYeetovn, the Cape of Good Hope, and the Indian Ocean. 

The U-Boats stationed in the Mid-Atlantic did avoid land-baeed air¬ 
craft, since bases in the Azores were not available to the Allies until 
August. However, they ran into the CVE groups--BOGUE, CARD, CORE, SANTEE, 
CROATAN—who, during the sunnier of 19^31 made a total of 44 attacks on 
German submarines, sinking 15 and damaging nine, in the area bounded by 
25 n to 45¾ and 20¾ to 50¾. ' 

«rhii' ■ll1™ 
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Anide from the losses inflicted on the U-Boats in the Mid-Atlantic, the 

Allied antisubmarine forces gave the German submarine fleet a severe drubbing 

wherever they encountered them. During these 3 months, the Biscay offensive 

accounted for 31 U-Boats sunk; 10 more were sunk in the Atlantic south of the 

area considered here and nine north of the area; 6 were lost in the Caribbean 

area end 9 in the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean. To offset the loss of 

these 80 U-Boats, only 86 ships were sunk by submarines all over the world. 

It was doubtless the failure of the summer campaign which convinced 

BdU that the only region where a profitable exchange rate could be looked for 

was the Ho^th Atlantic. He confidently expected to meet effectively the 

threat of the surface escorts, which had taken such a heavy toll of U-Boats 

in May, by means of a new accoustic torpedo; the throat of antisubmarine air¬ 

craft was to be countered by improved search receivers and a new quadruple- 

mount 20-mm. AA gun. Thus, the last half of September saw the U-Boats heading 

again in considerable numbers for the lanes of the UK-US convoys; by October 

their numbers in the North Atlantic were comparable with those of the spring. 

This new anti-convoy campaign resulted in dismal failure; the exchange rate 

in October in this area was one merchant vessel sunk per seven U-Boats sunk', 

and in November the U-Boats sank no ships at allin the North Atlantic, al- 

though ove.- 30 U-Boats were concentrated there. This state of affairs 

continued through the winter. In March 1944 the last wolf-pack to operate 

in the North Atlantic was disbanded. Hie world-wide situation vas. very 

little better. The exchange rate for the period from July I943 to the end 
of the war was 0.5 merchant vessels sunk per U-Boat sunk, which was one- 
eighth the exchange rate during the 9-month period from October 1942 to 

June 1943, and only one-thirty-sixth the rate for the 9 months preceding 
that. 

The invasion of Normandy in June 1944 caused BdU to concentrate his 

boats in the Channel. By this time it meant practical certainty of kill for 

a U-Boat to surface anywhere near their Oi.eray; hence the only boats operating 

were those equipped with Schnorchel. iYom this time on to the end of the war, 

the German submarine effort was directed against coastal shipping near the UK. 
It was not successful, as the low exchange rate indicates. 

3* the character and extent of decryption 
INTELLIGENCE AVAILABLE TO THE GERMAN U-BOAT COMMAND 

3*1. GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE DECRYPTION INTELLIGENCE 

The War Diary of the German ComGubs provides a fairly comprehensive 

picture of the extent and character of the decryption intelligence available 

to the BdU, and also of the degree and manner of its tactical and strategic 

exploitation. The dally entries of the diary contain a very complete detailed 

survey of all phases of the U-Boat war, including details of intelligence on 

the movements of the Allied forces and the sources of this intelligence. The 

format has a category entitled "Reports on the Enemy" which included an item 

on Toadlo Intelligence" obtained by means of decrypting messages transmitted 

_^ 
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Vift rîifi0 ^ ror?«?8. In another category beaded "Qperatlono" ♦J« 
•pecific use to which eux of the radio Intelligence v..s put is described. 
In noat cases the diary desiguites the oaivoy in qu-stlon quite clearly: 
in those iiistanees in which it does not, it is coroparutivcly easy to 
identify the given convoy by aeons of data on position and course. 

. .,InJt!*1?.!tu{!y a glven collvoy 18 considered to have been "conrromlBed' 
by radio intelligence if the War Mary mentions such intelligence in 

wlth lt* 11 i!* ôbvi'Aio that thic sélection does not include 
nil the convoys of which Bdtl had radio intelliesnce mat conceivably was 
usefui to him in planning ’«is operations ; for if the coansinications traffic 

ïln^?r0mptly ^ tl^hî, U was Probably »“cad fairly carpletely 
and doubtless provided informatioj. on most, if not all, of the convoys at * 

^ J8’ HrV<T’ the Wur niQry ßlveo «o clue to those convoy, of 
ïïiïi osable decryption intelligence wnc presumbly available, but wtu not 
îïîîCltlÎ exploiteQ* ^110 6uch convoys can be considered "comproatsed" 

within a less restricted definition of that term, the fact that they were 

^ by MU iapncB Uuxi h0 dld rot P1<U1 operations ag Inst them, hence, if in sora cases they were contacted and attacked, 
the (deration mlglit reasonably be ascribed rather to exploitation of the 
iZlT’ Ï.'T ^ t0 the ''«“»‘ion of U hîi 111 posai on the basis of intelligence. 

bv Dlary lndlcQte8 thai thc intelligence provided Djr decryption included the following iteme: 

(a) Information enabling Fdl to corputc the rhytiun of the several 
classes of convoys (see, for example reference (a) entries of 
7 March 19^3» 12 March 19^3# among others); 
Sailing dates, rendezvous times, and positions. 
Position, course, arid speed of convoys whli^ enrout*. Tlje 
source of this is not clear, since convoys customarily ob¬ 
served radio silence; it 1« possible that escorts betrayed 
the position when arranging for rendezvous with the convoy. 
Diversions ordered by a shore command after the convoy had 
left the rendezvous point. 
Information of Allied estimates of U-Boat positions. 
Occasional information of the composition of convoys. 

3-2 QUANTITY OF DECRYPTION INTELLIGENCE AVAILABLE FOR U-BOAT OPEiiATIOir, 

yar.Diary lndlcate8 fhat the contribution of the German 
wa^subr^8^ wthe °rr'a11 intelll0Bnce picture of the U-Boat ceraaand 
was substantial from the beginning of the war until the summer of 1943. 
Its importance was enlmnccd by the fact tluit other sources of intelligence 

SdirdiJecMn“?^^"8 f08er* ^ War DIary 0ne conclude thit 
c^ce âÍÍÍ i/lndinß PlQ7ed U Very ^001, part ln finishing Intelll- 
fL eh«».*Atla?ÍÍC co"voy8. Reconnaissance by aircraft was possible only 
tZ at liralted from the European cLst, ewing to 
n y of t,w ^ Forcc command to allocate long-rungc patrol 
planes to the submarine campaign. s P" 

il 

(4) 

U 
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By the tine the Uhltee States entered the war, the German U-Boat coamand 

vae able to predict the probable areas of greatest density of the UK-US convoys, 

having obtained enough information fron decryptions to establish the rhythm of 

sailing and the probable courses they would take. These areas were three in 
nuafcer (figure l): 

a strip northeast of Newfoundland, 

one Just northeast of the former, stretching south from Greenland, 

one stretching south fron between Greenland and Iceland. 

The value placed on this analysis by BdU is indicated by the fact that 

for nearly 2 years, in every campaign against North Atlantic Convoys, he placed 

his patrol groups chiefly in these areas, lengthening the strips to the south¬ 

ward when Allies began using a southern route along the 40° N parallel in 

January 19¾3* It is difficult to understand why the Allies continued to route 

the convoys along the same routes for such long periods (reference (a), entry 
at end of September 1942.)* 

. 
The contribution of the decryption service was stopped in June I9U3 by 

a change in the cipher on the part of the Allies (reference (a), review after 

entry of 30 September 1943 and 31 March 19ftk.) By l6 September 1943 the 

Germans had succeeded in breaking a part of the new cipher. However, they 

were able to read only messages giving straggler routes and early rendesvous 

points. This information appears to have been of value to CotnSubs in only a 

few cases; in general, it may even perhaps have been more confusing than 

helpful. In December 1943 the Allies removed this last scanty source of 

information by giving straggler routes and rendezvous points relative to 

certain reference points, the location of which the Germans were unable to 

determine. During the remainder of the subnarine campaign against Atlantic 

convoys the U-Boats were obliged to depend on their own scouting and that 

of the few long-range aircraft available. I^e Allies, on their part, made 

scouting by the U-Boats themselves very difficult: to achieve a satisfactory 

search-rate, the U-Boat had to search on the surface, depending on visual 

•The effect of retaining the same routes is discussed by BdU in the entry 
of 15 January 1943 of the War Diary as follows: 

"It must be assumed that the enemy has left the convoy routes that he 

has been sailing for nearly 6 months and is again scattering his convoy routes. 

This development is a great drawback to attacks by our boats, but was only to 

be expected. As has already been enphasized in this War Diary, it was quite 

, inexpli cable why the English stuck so stubbornly to almost the same convoy 

routes for six months, which greatly slcpllfied finding the convoys. Probably 

the convoy routes to the North have been moved into the patrol areas of the 

Greenland and Iceland units. The next step for us to take is to long 

dispositions with numerous boats so as to find out exactly what detours the 
enemy is making." 

This was written at the end of a 3-week period during which decryption 
intelligence on North Atlantic convoys appears to have been lacking. 

10 ** **-H- 
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sight'.ngs since it lacked an adequate search radar. When suboerged, 

and endurance were so United that very little dependence vas “J0“! 
search. Aircraft patrols forced the U-Booto to operate submerged a largo part 

of the tine, and thus reduced their contact capabilities aa veil as their 

ability to cloee the contacto that vere obtained. 

The amount of intelligence supplied to BdU by decryption 

different in each of the periodo listed in the Introduction, 

radically 

TABU XX 

qUANTITÏ OF AVAILABLE INTELLIGENCE OF CONVOYS 

Period Number of 
convoys 

Number of convoys 
coqpromlsed 

Percent 
compromised 

It 
Jul-Dec 42 

XX: 
Jan-May 43 

in: 
Sep 43-Mar 44 

100 

79 

87 

3 

21 

15 

3 

27 

17 

All periods 266 39 15 

U. UTILIZATION BY THE GERMANS OF DECRYPTION INTELLIŒNCE 

OW NORTH ATLANTIC CONVOYS 

A cursory glance at the problème associated vith a U-Boat caspaign 

against North Atlantic convoys irtsuedlately reveals the need for good intelli¬ 

gence. An average of seven convoys vere distributed more or less uniformly 

(once the Allies ceased to follow the great circle route persistently) over 

ita region sh»n in figure 1, on are. of about 3,000,000 .gu«, mile.. Ihe 

Cernons nointolned an average of 35 eubmrlnee In thl. area over tl* periods 
considered.* [To concentrate these submarines near the ends of the routes, 

where the convoy density woe greatest, was not procticable because 

presence of land-based patrol aircraft hampered their operations ] 
an optimistic sweepwidth of 20 miles at a relative aearching speed of 10 knots, 

the whole submarine force operating as single units without decryption intelli¬ 

gence could expect to make about 12 sightings per month; however, these would 

be sightings by a single submarine, with small chance that others would con¬ 

tact the sighted convoy. 

periõd"l7 Sru-Bõatsj pcFiâTlï," - “«fhê ãvêrãgês*"fõr tKe thrce”pêriods were: 

52 U-Boats; period III, 26 U-Boats. 

11 
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Bw 1 imitation« of the anil 500-tor* Type VII-C U-Boat, of which the 

Genaan submarine force in great part consisted, made this kind of cançaign im¬ 

practicable. Unless it was refueled at sea, its average time on patrol was l6 

to 20 days; the number of submarines required to keep 35 on stations at all tin» 

throughout the whole area involved would have been beyond the Gemrn capabilities 

Refueling widely distributed individual boats on their stations was out of the 
question; it could be, and was, done by concentrating the boats in 3 or It groups, 

patrolling sow portions of the whole area whils neglecting other portions. 

This consideration alone farced the Germans to adopt pack tactics; moreover, 

the German command was convinced that concentrating the largest possible nunfcer 

Of boato on fewer contacts would yield more sinkings than single attacks on a 
greater number of contacts. 

._ lacking aircraft reconnaissance, the great need for intelligence of the 

type provided by decryption Is obvious. Its value lay in reducing the area that 

had to be searched in order to assure contacts. Throughout the TJorth Atlantic 

convoy var, udU placed his U-Boat packs in patrol lines at the positions which, 

according to calculations based in large part on decrypted Allied messages, 

• Tf,ne con8i8tently most likely to be those of greatest convoy density. When the 

AUiee changed their routing, the Germans were apprised of this by decryption 

intelligence and could react effectively. (See the War Diary for January 1943, 
for example. ) ' 

Precise evaluation of the operational effect of decryption intelligence 

requires consideration both of the successes obtained with its use, and also 

of the success that would have been Obtained without it. Section 4.1 deals 

with the effect of decryption on the ability of the U-Boats to contact convoys; 

section 3»2 with its effect on the ability to convert contacts into attacks 
and sinkings. 

4.1 THE EFFECT OF WCRYPTIOi; IIJTELIJGKUCE OH THE 

CAPABILITY OF U-BOATS COl.TACTWO CONVOYS 

•) The Operational Swccpratc of the U-Boat 

The most meaningful measure of U-Boat performance in the search 

effort is the "operational sweeprate". The following Is a brief discussion 

of this quantity and of its application to the situation under discussion. 

The number of contacts, C, that a force of U-Boats could be expected 

to make during T U-Boat dnyo should be proportional to T and to the average 
density of shipping in the area. Thus one can write: 

C - Q T (H/A) (1) 

where A is the sixe of the area, H is the average number of targets in the 

area, and Q is the proportionality coefficient found by substituting operational 
values for the other quantities into equation (l). 
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BiIb Q was adopted In Wear Id War II (page 93 of reference» .. 
Wropriatc ^aB^e of the average eubnu-ir^f8eLh capainniia anfv“ 
teraed tae operational ßweeprate.- (it haj the proper dimensiona of area/ 
time). Of im-jortance to this study is the fact that this Q will B*»anur^ th. 

Independent of variations in T, H, or A. 

retical^sweeprate"0^ Q nhovf*> Heenes equivalent to a "theo- 
IS*? i1* » J » i-®-» the area (relative to the targets) searched 

hoîd?* ^ y a 8ingle in on« day# when the following conditions 

M î!Ttîr£îîh,£,d‘;,lrlb'lU? «er the .r.«¡ the are. 
In the North Atlantic considered herein, see figure I, was 

íhl «¡T*" 80 í1*1 thl8 conditlon wa8 orproximately true,* 
(b) determi?° întclll«ence information or olher »¿ans of 

determining shipping concentrations; 
'C ÍÍÜ ^“^ino* “re dioposed so that there is a negligible 

chance that a given convoy will be contacted by mareaban one 
sjtaarine; this would include disposition on a barrier line 

oub®arirws is great enough, but it 
would not include wolf-pack tactics. ^ 

UiC^laTset density in the neighborhood of each sub- 

dayB vould th'"bt glv*" w n^«"5T- 

Ä“ •r.Ä-Ärs ¿H.'srs. 
01 convoys « i.'t’-rlng the area each dav and thn 

Vhy. which C«.. Within the theoretic! Jwo^^h of Í ™wi^ 

Contact" is used Ijere in Uie cense that a given convov in 

conta™t^d itr ^r?,^1088 °f th° nurabor of u-«oato that actually 
ontact *d it. Hence it rwet not be confuced with "sighting" or "detection". 

an Ü8îd in Cr'nBH Indicated above, tlic operation.! 1 swe.-prate gives 
& STnSith^^iif thC n,‘arCh cuF’nbllitl°s of the U-Boiito in the Battle 
flerwin 1Atiantic convoys, under varying conditions of the status of 
{SÏÏmÎÎ^Î1???0' U'FOal ’W-ssivenoss, Allied antisubmarin- effectiveness 

developing planning fliers. ° ^ i*aeUat *«*«•** Parai^t^r in 
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.hoïTiriSL SS1SS ™ZZ.r" m *•" —«*— 
Ííl 0'r?r a^i value ^ Q «pplled to all convoy», ecaBroaised op noti 

reference fí>? «oneííerlag coly thoee convoye 10111101101 by HO (ln1 

, J£r: 2KT"* ^ decrypti°" Ui. 
>c) “'J*1" of Q « lt eppllee to thoee convoye not ccmroHeelt thle 

s. «ÄiS:“1“1“"10 thi ^ 
TABUS in 

OPBRmOlfAL SWEEPWIDTH OP U-BOAIB AGAIBST 
WORTO ATLANTIC CONVOYS* 

•The area considered la 3,000,000 square alies. 
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b) Dl»cu»»lop of the Resulta 

(l) The trvic operational cveeprntft 

On non-casproaised convoy«, the U-Boats achieved an operational 

•veeprate of 1,900 square ailes per day, averaged over the three period«. This 

is the most accurate approximation to the true operational sveeprate of the 

U-Boat against convoys in this area; however, the following point« need con¬ 

sideration: 

In calculating the value of the sveeprate for "non-ccepronlsed " convoys 

all convoys were Included that are not specifically mentioned In the War Diary 

a« being coopronlsed. A certain (unknown), number of these convoya may veil 

have been conpromieed by decryption, and even though the information on these 

is not specifically mentioned by BdU as having been exploited tactically. It 

obviously would have been useful in providing a clearer picture of the convoy 

situation and thus would have helped BdU, In disposing his U-Boats and planning 

hie operations. This consideration implies that the 1,900-square-ml les-per- 

day value is higher rather than lower, than the true figure. 

On the other hand: 

(a) This average Is heavily affected by the low average sveeprate of 

period n. During this period 27 percent of all convoys were cooprculoed; a 

condition which enabled BdU to concentrate the U-Boats most of the time against 

compromised convoys, thereby reducing the normal frequency of operations and 

the expected number of contacts against others. This is borne out by the fact 

that during this period U5 percent of all contacts were made on compromised 
convoys, compared with only 8 percent in period I and 20 percent in period III. 

This would tend to reduce the value of Q for non-conpromloed convoys. 

(b) With respect to period III, the lower value of Q reflects the 

decided Improvement in Allied antisubmarine effectiveness (including Intelli¬ 

gence on U-Boat movements) resulting from experience gained In the long U-Boat 

war, together with the consequent lev state of morale of the U-Boat crews. 

(e) The higher value for period I (2,500 square miles per day) for 

non-compromlsed convoys should carry greater weight, because only 3 percent of 

all the convoys during this period were compromised. 

A reliable practical value may be above 2,000 square miles per day. 

umiMirf 
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(2) Effect of comprendee by decryption on the operational eweeprate 

The average value of Q for all three periods against compromised 

convoys Is seen fron table IH to be 3/950 square miles per day, compared with 
1,900 square miles per day against non-cotqproraised convoys. Hence, when usable 

decryption intelligence was available to the German U-Boat command, the contact 

effectiveness of the U-Boats, measured, purely conventionally, as a sveeprate, 

was increased twofold.* (lhe effect on their ability to sink ships is discussed 
in section 3.2) 

,(3) Correlation of the over-all operational sveeprate (against all 

convoys) with the amount of decryption intelligence 

• The over-all operational eweeprate measures the general contact 

effectiveness of the U-Boats, including all factors that affect it. Hence it 

might be expected that its value would reflect the variation in the quantity of 

usable decryption intelligence, since, as has been pointed out, this was such 

an important factor in the successful operation of the U-Boats. The figures of 

table HI do not show the expected correlation. In period II decryption intelli¬ 

gence compromised 27 percent of all convoys as compared with only 3 percent during 

period I; nevertheless the over-all operational eweeprate in period H was small«*: 

2,050 square miles per day as against 2,650 for period I. In period HI, when the 

Germans were deprived of decryption intelligence the operational eweeprate is 
reduced, as expected; it drops to 1,750 square miles per day. 

Seme of the possible reasons for this lack of correlation are as follows: 

(a) The high value for period I may be due partly to the fact that the 

Allied convoys used the great circle route consistently; this simplified the 

U-Boat search problem materially and to seme extent compensated for the com¬ 

parative scarcity of specific intelligence. In period II the North Atlantic 

convoys routes were spread between kr and 60° N, and the convoys appear to 

have been diverted more than before; hence the U-Boats had to search a larger 

area even when they had good intelligence; reference (a) shows that on various 

occasions during this period it was necessary to guess the route of the convoys 

even when an accurate earlier ER position and course were known from decryption 
intelligence. • 

(b) In period II the Allies had more effective antisubmarine measures; 

in particular, increasing air patrol and, from the spring of 19^3, air protection 
from escort carriers, reduced tlie ability of the U-boats to contact convoys. 

(c) In period H, unfavorable weather appears to have interfered with 

U-Boat operations to a considerable extent. The War Diary in several cases 

attributes the failure to contact a conpromised convoy to this cause. 

*If period III is not Included in the calculation of Q, because of the re¬ 

duction in ti» reliability of the decryption Intelligence and in the enemy's 

aggressiveness, the average value of Q against cotnproniued convoys is 4,600 square 
miles per day, compared with 1,900 square miles per day for non-compromised con¬ 
voys; on increase by a factor of 2.4. 

tâimwiQ h 
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(d) In period II, It is probable that a saturation effect with respect 

to compromised convoys occurred. 'That is to say, In some cases BdU had to 

choose one convoy among several (that are Included as compromised ones in the 

calculation of Q) if he wished to apply the principle of concentration of forces 

and mass attacks.* 

In spite of the small size of samples of conpi ornlsed convoys in periods I 

and HI, the differences between the values of the operational sveeprate for the 

three periods and for the average of all three periods are significant within 

90-percent confidence limits; that Is, there Is at the most a 10-percent chance 
that the differences shown are due to chance fluctuation. Uros it appears 

evident from the data that the value of decryption intelligence to the U-Boat 

command con be summed up as follows: Hie information obtained by means of 

decryption Intelligence on epeclfic convoys enabled BdU to select certain ones 
for pack operations, either ignoring others or leaving their detection to 

chance. As a result, the effectiveness of the U-Boats in contacting convoys 

was Increased by a factor of 2 or more over their effectiveness when the con¬ 

voys were not compromised by decryption intelligence. 

U.2 lhe Effect of Decryption Intelligence on the Attack Factor 

end the Sinking Bate 

In general, in evaluating the effect of intelligence, the con¬ 

tact rate is a more significant quantity than the sinking rate, since there is 

no direct connection between intelligence and sinking rate. Ihe sinking rate 

depends directly upon the contact rate, as well as upon other factors which 

have no connection with intelligence, such as fire control, armament, ag¬ 

gressiveness, etc. on part of the U-Boat, and on the effectiveness of tactical 

anti-submarine measures on the part of the defense. 

However, in view of the tactics, enployed by the German U-Boat command, 

of vectoring every available U-Boet to the attack on an intercepted convoy, it 

seems reasonable to presume that the possession of good decryption intelligence 

would make it possible for BdU to dispose his boats in a manner that would not 

only enhance their chance of contacting a convoy, but also of converting the 

contact into an attack by as many submarines as possible and thus obtaining a 
greater sinking rate. 

Thble IV presents data showing the effect of decryption Intelligence 

on the attack factor and the sinking rate. Only those attacks that yielded 

at least one sinking are considered. 

*An example of this condition Is the case of 0NS-5 in early May 19^3: 

1*0 U-Boats—practically the whole North Atlantic force—chased the convoy 

from Iceland to the neighborhood of Newfoundland, thus leaving any other 

ccopromleed convoy unmolested for possibly more than a week, since the ONS-5 

boats had to be refueled or replaced after the battle. 
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TABLE IV 

Period Convoy 
transits 

Convoy 
transite 
contacted 

Transits attacked with at 
least one sinking 

Transits attack 
3 or more sink! 

ed with 
ngs 

Transits 
attacked 

Ships 
sunk 

Ships sunk 
per transit 
attacked 

Transits 
attacked 

Ships 
sunk 

Ships 
sunk per 
transit 

ALL CONVOYS 

I 
XX 
ni 

100 
79 
87 

37 
38 
16 

31 
27 

7 

123 
126 
1¼ 

• 

4.0 
4.7 
2.0 

15 
l4 
2 

102 
109 

8 

6.8 
7.8 
4.0 

All periods 266 91 65(71.5*) 263 4.0 31 219 7.1 

COMPROMISED 

1 
XX 
III 

CONVOYS 

3 
21 
15 

3 
17 

3 

1 
13 
21 

16 
69 

U 

I6.O 
5.7 
2.0 

1 
7 
1 

16 
62 

16.O 
8.9 
_ 

All Periods 39(lty) 23 16(70*) 89(31*) 5.6 9(39*) 81 9.0 _ 

KOII-COMTROM 
—X- 

XX 
m 

I SED COIIVC 
-97“ 

58 
72 

)Y8 
34 
21 
13 

30 
1»*1 
5 

107 
57 
10 

3.6 
4.1 
2.0 

14 
7 
1 

86 
47 

5 

6.1 
6.7 
5.0 

All periods 227(80*) 68 1*9(72*) 174(69*) 3.6 22(32*) 138 6.3 

It Might be argued that a more realistic approach would be to consider 
only the attacks of major proportions; i.e., those which resulted in multiple 
kills, in view of the argument cited above for the use of the sinking rate as a 
measure; for of the 65 successful attacks, half resulted in only one or two sink¬ 
ings, and these include some cases in which only one or two U-Boats contacted a 
convoy, as well as two cases which the Germans considered independents. The 
figures for attacks that resulted in three or more sinkings are included sepa¬ 
rately in table IV. 

Considering all the attacks (with at least one sinking), it appears 
that the availability of decryption intelligence had no appreciable effect on 
the attack factor (percent of contacts converted to attacks), which was near 
70 percent in all categories. In the case of major attacks (3 or more sinking*), 
the attack factor was only slightly larger (39 percent as against 32 percent) 
for conqpiomised convoys than for non-compromi°fed ones. 

4 / 
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With respect to sinkings, 31 percent of all sinkings, as against only 
1¾ percent of all contacts, were from compromised convoys. This results in a 

significantly higher average number of ships sunk per attack—5*6 from compromised 

convoys compared with 3*6 from non-compromised ones. 

Because the state of affaire with respect to decryption Intelligence 

differed sc greatly during periods I, H, and III, it is of interest to coupure 
the effectiveness of the average U-Boat for the three periods, as measured in tencf 

of ships sunk per U-Boat-day per convoy-day. In table V the values of the oper¬ 

ational sveeprate and the sinking rate per U-Boat-day per convoy-day are expressed 

as ratios of the over-all values for period I. 

TABLE V 

COMPARISON OF OVER- ALL CONTACT AND SINKING RAIES 

Period Relative operational 

sweeprate 

Relative sinking rate 

per U-Boat-day per 

convoy-day 

I 

n 
in 

1.00 

0.78 
0.64 

1.00 

1.09 
O.I8 

It is seen that, whereas the ability of the average U-Boat to sink ships 

from convoys was reduced to nearly one-sixth during period III compared with 

periods I and II, its ability to contact the convoys was reduced to only about 

two-thirds of the previous figure, in spite of the almost complete lack of 

decryption Intelligence during this period. 

Caution must be observed in interpreting these figures. On the one hand, 

it is not correct to conclude that the reduction in the contact rate was dt» 

entirely to the status of the intelligence during period III. It is equally in¬ 

correct to conclude that the reduction in the sinking rate must be ascribed 

entirely to the increased efficacy of other antisubmarine measures, aside from 

the reduction caused by the decrease in the contact rate. These are over¬ 

simplifications. It has been pointed out above why the contact rate Itself does 

not reflect the full value to the Germans of the decryption intelligence available 

to them especially since the data does not permit evaluation of the effect of 

Allied intelligence in countering the U-Boats. 

A rough estimate of the cost to the Allies in ships sunk by U-Boats can 

be made as follows: assuming that the operational sweeprate of 1,900 square 

miles per day achieved against non-coopromlsed convoys represents the contact 

capabilities of the U-Boats without the aid of decryption intelligence, the 

number of contacts that would have been made (from equation (l) and table I) 

(1,900 X 6.6 X 18,666)/(3 x 10®) « 78, compared with 9I actual contacts. 

W JCSfVIlJLJL I\Li 
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Hie number of ships sunk from the 60 non-coqpromlsed convoys contacted vas 174, 

an average of 2.56 ships per contact. Hence 78 contacts would result, on the 
average, in 199 sinkings. This is 64 lees than the number of ships actually sunk 

fren the convoys under consideration. It seems very probable that if tie Germans 

had not been aided by decryption intelligence, more than 60 ships sunk f on these 
convoys might have survived. 

5. SUMMARY AKD CONCLUSIONS 

Yhe findings of the study of the effectiveness of German decryption intelli¬ 

gence in U-Boat performance in the canpalgn against North Atlantic convoys are 

summarized as follows: 

(a) The War Diary of the German Submarine Conmand mentions decryption of 

Allied radio messages as providing usable intelligence of 39, or 15 percent, of 

the 266 HX, SC, and ON(S) convoys that crossed the North Atlantic from 1 July 1942 

to 31 May 1943, and from 15 September 1943 to 31 March 1944. During the period 

from 1 January 1943 to 31 May 1943, the fraction of convoys listed in the War 

Diary as being compromised by decryption is nearly twice the average, or 27 percent. 

(b) The availability of good radio intelligence on specific convoys en¬ 

abled the German U-Boat command to select certain ones for pack operations with 

greatly enhanced chances of successful attack, either ignoring others or leaving 

their detection to chance. As a result, the effectiveness of the U-Boats in 

contacting such selected convoys was increased to more than twice the contact 

rate when convoys not coopromlsed in this manner are considered by themselves. 

(c) Regarded from the opposite point of view, the discovery of this effect 

and estimation of its magnitude permit us for the first time to determine the 

true capabilities of World-War-II U-Boats, operated as the Germans operated, to 

find and attack convoys without benefit of decryption intelligence. This infor¬ 

mation is potentially of the greatest value as a base in determining force require¬ 

ments for the future, and extrapolating to the magnitude of future threats by 

boats having the same or different characteristics. 

(d) U-Boats operating against convoys not specifically selected (according 

to the War Diary) by BdU for operations on the basis of decryption intelligence, 

were apparently capable of searching 2,000 square miles per day. Their apparent 

search rate when all convoys are Included (even those whose movements were com¬ 

promised by decryption) was about 2,350 square miles per day. Ihcir ability to 

find those convoya alone that are listed in the War Diary as being compromised 

by decryption was significantly higheri if it is expressed, purely conventionally, 

as a search rate corresponding to them it is equivalent to 3,900 square miles 
per day; a twofold Increase over the search rate on non-coopromised convoys. 

(e) The apparent search rate of U-Boats on all convoys (including those 

coapromlsed) of 2,350 square miles per day is nearly equal to the value of 100 
square miles per hour given in reference (c), page 94, as typical of the sub¬ 

marine search rate for merchant ships not sailing in convoy. This value was 

computed from ranges of first contact on independents reported by U.S. submarines. 

fMfiri i A,* data for ranges on convoys are not available; from theoretical con¬ 

siderations (reference (c), page 100) it is estimated that the sweeprate should 
be greater on convoys by a factor roughly equivalent to the cube root of the 

number of ships in the convoy* On this basis one would expect a search rate 
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fr« 3 to 4 time« aa great as vas achieved against independents, or from 7,000 

to 10,000 square miles per day. The much smaller search rates actually achieved 

by the U-foats as given in (d), are not easily accounted for. It is possible 

that U.S. submarines, in general, had significantly better visibility conditions 

than those encountered in the Worth Atlantic by the U-Boats. 

(f) Comparison of ship sinkings from Horth Atlantic convoys designated 

by BdU for operations on the basis of decryption intelligence, with those not 

so designated, leads to an estimate that, during the period from July 19^2 to 

March 1944 about 60 fever ships vould have been sunk from these convoys alone 

if the German Command had not been in a position to so designate them. This 

is nearly one-fourth of all the sinkings. Actually the reduction in sinkings 

vould have been greater than this, because only convoys mentioned specifically 

by BdU are used in the calculation of the estimate. It is quite possible that 

the Allied failure to prevent the Germans from decrypting their convoy cipher 

vas accountable for the lose of 100 ships, considering only the North Atlantic 

convoys for the period examined. This is nearly 40 percent of all the ships 
sunk in these convoys during that period. 

(*) A» experience of the U-Boats, as exhibited in the War Diary, 

emphasised the fact that the submarine's effectiveness against convoys can be 

materially reduced if he is denied good intelligence on convoy movements; 

this is achieved by preventing the enemy from exploiting the necessary convoy 

radio traffic, and by using multiple routing in a more-or-less random manner. 

If to these precautions are added effective tactical antisubmarine measures 

and Intelligence on submarine movements as good as that during the last 2 

years of World War II, the state of affairs of the period from September 1943 

to March 1944 might be approximated: l4 ships sunk from 8? convoys, vith 
(vorld-vide) submarine kills averaging 23 per month. 
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